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Why Choose Us

Our Mission  

Your child will feel the magic of dance as they grow and 

become confident in everything they do. At Academy of 

Dance Arts, dancers experience a nurturing environment 

where everyone shines. Our staff is full of enthusiastic, 

knowledgeable individuals who are their dancers and create 

a classroom where dancers progress each week with a 

curriculum that is both challenging and exciting. Dancers 

will build friendships, confidence, and learn what it means 

to be part of a team. The memories that dancers create at 

ADA will last forever. 
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Programs Preschool 

Ages 2-3 & 3-4

Baby Ballerinas ages 2-3

Little ones will dance their hearts out in the baby ballerina class. Dancers 
will learn beginning ballet technique while using their imagination to the 
max. To make learning even more fun dancers will also use some great 
themed props in our castle themed room!

Adorable Ballerinas ages 3-4

If your kiddo loves to twirl and leap around the house, Adorable Ballerinas 
is the class for you. Dancers will learn beginning ballet technique while 
using some fun props in our castle themed room! This class will be the 
highlight of their week.

Tiny Tot Hip Hop ages 3-4

Your little dancer will learn to pop, lock, tut, and turn the part up just like 
the big kids. This fun, fast paced class. Your dancer will own the dance floor.

Acro Dance Preschool

A class designed for our little tumblers! Your student will learn the basics of 
acro in this high energy class!
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Programs Kids Love Dance 

Ages 4-9

Prince & Princess Ballerinas I & II ages 4-6 
& ages 5-7
Each week you can watch your prince or princess tip toe and twirl to their 
favorite songs in our enchanted castle room! This class was created to 
build beautiful technique in an exciting way that will keep dancers engaged 
and excited about learning.

Combo classes ages 3-4, 
ages 4-6, ages 5-7, & ages 7-9
Combo classes are high energy! A great class for new and returning 
students to experience various styles of dance in one amazing class. We will 
use imagination along with technique to give your dancer a well-rounded 
and memorable experience.

Hip Hoppers ages 4-6
Boys & Girls will pop, lock, tut, and learn how to turn the party up in this fun, 
fast paced class. Your dancer will own the dance floor, build confidence, 
and make new friends. 

Just Dudes ages 4-7 & 7-9
This high energy combo class is designed specifically for our boy dancers! 
A great class for new and returning students to experience various styles of 
dance in one amazing class. We will use imagination along with technique 
to give your dancer a well-rounded and memorable experience.  
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Programs 

Ages 7-9

Ballet
A great class for beginner students or students looking to develop grace 
and fluidity while learning the basics of ballet technique, including posture 
and proper alignment, in preparation for the intermediate levels.

Tap
A great class for beginner students or students looking to develop their 
foundation in basic rhythmic footwork patterning. Tap through the 
challenges of learning different rhythms and foot-eye coordination, geared 
toward preparing students for the intermediate levels.

Jazz
A jazz class for students wanting to show off their sassy confidence 
through learning the basics of jazz technique, preparing them for the 
intermediate levels.

Hip Hop
Hip hop utilizes upbeat music from various genres and results in an 
energetic class that not only teaches hip hop movement and technique, but 
also rhythm, precision, and muscle memory while having a blast!
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Programs Recreational

Ages 10 & Up

Ballet
A great class for beginner/intermediate students looking to develop grace 
and fluidity while learning the basics of ballet technique, including posture 
and proper alignment, in preparation for the intermediate/advanced levels.

Tap
This beginner/intermediate level class will develop their foundation in basic 
rhythmic footwork patterning. Tap through the challenges of learning 
different rhythms and foot-eye coordination, geared toward preparing 
students for the intermediate/advanced levels.

Jazz
This is an beginner/intermediate level class that focuses specifically on jazz 
technique and style. All aspects of jazz from Broadway to more 
contemporary styles will be explored in this class.

Hip Hop
This beginner/intermediate level class that explores more intricate hip hop 
moves and tricks. Dancers will be challenged while still having a great time.

Lyrical 
This is an beginner/intermediate level class that focuses specifically on 
lyrical technique and style. Ballet and jazz will fuse seamlessly together in 
this class.
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Programs Preprofessional

Ages 10 & Up

Ballet
These intermediate and advanced classes will continue learning the ballet 
technique as well as grace and fluidity.

Jazz
These intermediate and advanced level classes focus specifically on jazz 
technique and style. All aspects of jazz from Broadway to more contemporary 
styles will be explored in this class.

Lyrical 
These intermediate and advanced level classes focus specifically on lyrical 
technique and style. Ballet and jazz will fuse seamlessly together in this class.

Hip Hop
These intermediate and advanced level classes explore more intricate hip hop 
moves and tricks. Dancers will be challenged while still having a great time.

Tap
These intermediate and advanced level classes continue to explore more 
intricate rhythm and advanced tap technique.
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Levels 1-4

Beginner/Intermediate -- Focuses on using the right muscles for dancers 
and goes a little bit more in depth to how the body works when performing 
those skills. Dancers will work on solidifying basic acro skills including, but 
not limited to: cartwheels, bridge, kickovers, chest stands, & balancing.

Levels 5-9

Prior Experience --- Must have Back Walkover. In this class, your gymnast 
will learn tumbling skills including Walkover variations, back handsprings, 
aerials, contortion, limbering, & balancing skills.

The AcroDance program we use at ADA is Acrobatics Arts and is
based on safe and effective progressions with proven results in five 
divisions of AcroDance: Flexibility, Strength, Balancing, Limbering, and 
Tumbling. Developed with input from professionals and experts in ballet, 
modern dance, jazz, contortion, artistic gymnastics, rhythmic gymnastics, 
sport acrobatics, yoga, acro yoga, pilates, physiotherapy, hand balancing 
and more, you will not find a more comprehensive program. Simple 
thoughtful progressions take the beginner preschool level dancer from 
log rolls and summersaults to the advanced dancer tumbling effortlessly 
across the stage!
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Programs Acro & Dance Team

Middle & High School Dance Team Training
And there is more!... We will be offering middle school and high school 
dance team training! Come join us on Saturdays with Coach Ashley from 
WMU Dance Team! Take yourself to the next level through learning game 
day style routines, technique, and the skills you need to be a fierce team 
member!
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Tuition and Fees

Registration fee  

A $25.00 registration fee per student $30 per family is required with 
registration form to reserve class space.  A registration is not considered 
complete and class space is not reserved until this fee is paid

Tuition 

Tuition is based on classes per week.  If you have multiple dancers in a 
household classes should be combined to determine monthly rate. The cost 
structure is based on the total cost of classes for the entire year from 
September through June.  We offer a convenient monthly payment 
schedule divided over 10 months and discounts for prepayment.  The chart 
below shows all payment options below.  A 10% discount will be received if 
the full year is paid at beginning of classes in September.  A 5% discount 
will be applied if 2 half year tuition payments are made, one at the 
beginning of classes in Sept and one on Feb 1.  
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Classes
Per week

Monthly Rate 
Sept - June  Yearly Rate 1 payment 2 payments

1

2

3

4

5

6 / +

$  54.50

 $  95.50

 $  133.75

$  152.25

$  182.50

$  211.50

$  545.00 

$  955

$  1,337.50

$  1,522.50

$  1,825.00

$  2,115.00

 $  490.50  

$  859.50   

$  1,203.75

$  1,370.25

$  1,642.50

$  1,903.50

$  258.88   

$  453.63  

$  635.31

$  723.19

$  866.88

$  1,004.63

Tuition and Fees
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$10 each additional class

Payment due each month.  
Sept - June

Payment due 
Sept 1 

Payment due
Sept 1 and Feb 1  

Preschool,
Baby Ballerina, 

Adorable Ballerina,
Tiny Tot Hip Hop 

$  40.50 $  405.00 No discounts available 

Costume fees
Costume Rental for Holiday Cabaret $10 per costume. Costumes for Spring 
Recital are $65-$75 per costume.  Each class will have one costume. 

Boys dance for $27.75/class!



Getting Started

Visit https://49024.studiosuite.io/s/trial-classes

to book your trial class

Ready to sign up? Visit https://acadofdance.com/enroll/

Need to chat??
Feel free to give us a call or send an email to our office!

dance@acadofdance.com
(269) 329-2002
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